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Abstract— Here we present a suite of theoretical, computational, and experimental studies culminating in the first
aerial and aquatic capable insect-scale robot. We develop a
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation to model fluidwing interaction in air and water. From CFD and a system
dynamics analysis we predict that a multi-modal flapping
strategy will enable locomotion in both air and water for a single
device. We validate the CFD predictions by running at-scale,
robotic wing-flapping experiments. Finally, we demonstrate for
the first time a flying and swimming capable flapping-wing
insect-like robot.

Aerial environment

I. I NTRODUCTION
Aquatic environment

Mobile robots capable of locomotion through complex
environments are becoming increasingly essential for searchand-rescue, surveillance, and environment exploration applications [1]. Aerial vehicles [2], [3] are attractive for these
applications because they can survey large area and bypass
heterogeneous ground with ease. However, unlike groundbased robots that have been shown to be able to move across
rough terrain and within water [4], current aerial robots are
incapable of multi-modal locomotion through air and water
which limits their utility [5].
The concept of dual aerial, aquatic vehicles emerged in
1939 when Russian engineer Boris Ushakov proposed the
“flying submarine” [6]. In recent years, several fixed-wing
dual aerial, aquatic testing platforms have been developed
[7], [8]. However, designs that rely on traditional airfoils to
generate lift and rotary propellers to generate thrust have
been unsuccessful in achieving aquatic and aerial motion.
The difference in density between air and water (1.2 kg/m3
and 1000 kg/m3 , respectively) poses challenges to choosing
suitable wing size, vehicle cruise speed, and propeller speed.
While underwater vehicle designs aim to minimize surface
area to reduce drag, aerial vehicle designs need large airfoils
to maintain lift. This design conflict, in addition to the
reduction of rotary motor efficiency at small scales, makes
fixed wing designs ineffective for hybrid aerial, aquatic
micro-vehicles.
There are a number of biological examples for hybrid
aerial and aquatic locomotion including a number of fish,
birds, and insect species [9], [10], [11]. In particular, puffins
and guillemots [10] are aquatic birds that both fly and swim
by flapping-wings with adaptive kinematics for air and water.
To achieve multi-modal locomotion in a flapping-wing
vehicle, wing kinematics must be adapted based on the fluid

Fig. 1. The Harvard RoboBee is an 80 mg flapping-wing aerial microrobot. The flapping-wing design makes the robot a potential dual aerial,
aquatic vehicle that varies flapping strategies in different fluid media. This
conceptual illustration shows a RoboBee inspecting an buoyant object by
flying in air, swimming in water, and making transitions between the fluids.

mechanics and system dynamics within these environments
due to changes in fluid density and viscosity. For instance,
lift-enhancing, unsteady mechanisms such as the development and shedding of the leading edge vortex (LEV) change
with varying Reynolds number. While many previous studies
explored these effects using dynamically scaled models [12],
these experiments do not allow simultaneous inertia matching
to investigate system dynamics or wing flexibility in water
and air. Hence, to develop design principles for robotic
aerial and aquatic locomotion, it is necessary to develop
a theoretical and experimental basis of flapping-wing fluidmechanics in these environments. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual
illustration of multi-modal locomotion in which robots can
land on ground and sample the environment, fly across
complex terrain, and swim within water.
The Harvard RoboBee, shown in Fig. 2a, is an underactuated flapping-wing micro-aerial vehicle that is potentially
capable of both aquatic and aerial locomotion. The robot
utilizes bimorph piezoelectric actuators to actively control the
wing stroke motion, while the wing pitch motion is passively
mediated by a polyimide flexure (Fig. 2c). Previous work on
aerodynamic modeling [12], [13] and control algorithms [2]
have lead to successful hovering and a number of trajectory
following maneuvers in air.
Here we study flapping flight in air and water using numerical models and fluid mechanics experiments culminating in
the first demonstration of a flight and swim capable flappingwing robot. We first give a high-level scaling analysis to
estimate the appropriate operating frequency and flapping
amplitude that lead to suitable passive wing kinematics in
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Fig. 2. RoboBee geometrical and kinematic parameters. a) Stroke angle
φ and pitch angle ψ relative to the robot. b) φ rotates with respect to the
z-axis and ψ rotates with respect to the x-axis. c) The wing planform used
for experiments and simulations. The wing span is defined by R and wing
chord c varies along the wing span direction. The compliant flexure position
defines the coordinate system origin.
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Fig. 3. RoboBee flapping kinematics. a) Upstroke and downstroke of a
typical flapping period. Wing stroke φ is actively controlled and pitch ψ is
passive. b) Experimentally measured φ(t) and ψ(t). These functions can
be fit to equation (1). The time scale is normalized to one flapping period.

both fluids. To fully quantify the passive wing-fluid interaction in air and in water, we introduce a three dimensional
computational fluid dynamics model (3D-CFD) to study the
effects of decreasing Reynolds number and changing kinematics. Aquatic flapping experiments are performed to assess
model accuracy and we observe excellent agreement. Based
on the computational results, we find a flapping strategy for
the RoboBee and demonstrate open loop swimming.

B. Scaling analysis
We identify the frequency range at which a flapping-wing
aerial robot can operate in an aquatic environment using the
quasi-steady formula:
1
2
F¯L = C¯L ρUrms
S,
(2)
2
where F¯L is mean lift force, C¯L is the time averaged lift
coefficient, ρ is the fluid density, Urms is the root mean
square of wing tip velocity, and S is the wing surface area.
Since the wing planform, inertia, and hinge stiffness are
unchanged as the vehicle transitions from air to water, we
need to change input frequency and stroke amplitude to
maintain the desired mean lift forces. Invoking equation (2)
leads to

II. F LUID MODELING AND VEHICLE DYNAMICS
A. Flapping Kinematics
While insect wing kinematics have three degrees of freedom (DOF) during hover [15], stroke plane deviation is
usually negligible compared to in-plane stroke motions and
spanwise pitching. Consequently, most flapping-wing robots
employ two rotational DOF to reduce system complexity.
The RoboBee utilizes this design and its flapping kinematics
are shown in Fig. 2a. As illustrated in Fig. 2b, the rotation
with respect to the positive z-axis is defined as the stroke
motion φ. The amplitude and frequency of stroke motion
are fully controlled by a piezoelectric actuator. The second
DOF, ψ, is defined with respect to the negative x-axis and is
passively controlled by a compliant flexure. Fig. 2c shows the
flexure position, the wing planform, and labels local chord
length c(x) and wing span R.
When the actuators are driven with a sinusoidal input
around 100 − 140 Hz in air, the measured pitch motion
closely resembles a phase shifted sinusoid. Fig. 3 illustrates
a typical flap cycle. Analytically, the wing stroke and pitch
kinematics can be written as
φ(t) = φmax cos(2πf t)
ψ(t) = −ψmax sin(2πf t − δ),

upstroke
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ρair (φmax,air Rfair )2 = ρwater (φmax,water Rfwater )2 ,
(3)
For an under-actuated flapping-wing aerial robot like the
RoboBee, φmax is actively controlled by vehicle actuation.
If φmax is chosen to remain constant, then the flapping
frequency in water can be estimated as:
r
ρair
fair
(4)
fwater =
ρwater
The quasi-steady model also gives estimate of the fluid power
dissipation in air and water:
1
3
P̄ = F̄ · Urms ∼
S
= C¯L ρUrms
2

(5)

Substituting equation (4) into equation (5) suggests that
fluid power dissipation ratio in air and water is inversely
proportional to the square root of the fluid density ratio:
r
Pair ∼ ρwater
(6)
=
Pwater
ρair

(1)

where φmax is the stroke amplitude, ψmax is the pitch
amplitude, f is the flapping frequency and δ is the relative
phase.
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C. Numerical model with fully prescribed kinematics
The scaling analysis of equation (2) does not consider
the Reynolds number of the fluid-wing interaction. Reynolds
number is an important factor for flapping-wing flight and is
the ratio of inertial to viscous forces:
Urms R
Re =
,
(7)
ν
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the immersed fluid. As
shown in a previous study [14], changes in passive pitching
can lead to over 70% change in mean lift generation. Hence,
it is important to model these unsteady effects using high
fidelity computational solvers.
We implement a CFD model that solves the three dimensional incompressible Navier Stokes equation:
∂u
∂t

− ρ1 ∇p

+ u · ∇u =
∇·u=0
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Fig. 4.
Computational mesh of 3D-CFD simulations and simulation
validation. a) The spherical computational domain radius is 10 times the
mean wing chord. b) Definitions of the inertial coordinate system (x, y, z)
and the moving coordinate system (ξ, η, ς). Both origins are at the leading
edge of the wing root. c) An enlarged view of wing surface mesh. The
computational mesh consists of 140,000 tetrahedral elements and 15,000
surface elements. d) A comparison between experimentally measured lift
force (red) and simulated lift force (green) using measured kinematics.

where u = (u, v, w) is the fluid velocity field and p is
the pressure field. We further impose a non-slip boundary
condition for the velocity field along the wing surface and a
far field pressure boundary condition:
u|wing = (u, v, w)|wing
p|∞ = 0

b) ζ

a)

(9)
instantaneous lift force is processed using a 500 Hz low pass
filter and is shown in Fig. 4d (red curve). The computed
instantaneous lift force (green curve) closely matches the
experimental measurement. The relative error of numerical
model is 16% in this case.

The Reynolds number, in the non-dimensionalized form of
equation (8), can be interpreted as the ratio between inertial
and viscous force contribution, which affects vortex growth
and consequently force generation.
We implement the numerical solver using the nodal discontinuous Galerkin finite element method on a moving
Cartesian coordinate system. The wing planform and the
chord-wise cross section are modeled as thin ellipses. Fig. 4
shows an illustration of the wing surface mesh, the inertial
coordinate system (x, y, z) and the moving coordinate system (ξ, η, ς). The computational mesh is generated from the
open source package gmsh [16]. The solver uses first-order
Lagrange polynomials as the interpolation basis for each
tetrahedral element. The Navier Stokes solver is based on
a multi-step method introduced in [17]. A first-order limiter
based on [18] is implemented to remove artificial numerical
oscillations. Finally, given solutions to the flow fields, the
instantaneous force and torque with respect to wing root are
computed by numerically integrating over the shear stress
tensor:
´
F = wing n · σda,
´
(10)
T = wing r × (n · σ)da

D. Numerical model with passive hinge pitching
Our fully-prescribed CFD is capable of reproducing the
experimentally observed aerodynamic forces on flapping
wings (Fig. 4d), however many fluid-structure interactions,
including the wings of the RoboBee, involve flexible elements. To study fluid-wing interaction we model the compliant flexure as a torsional spring. At each computational
time step, we find the fluid torque component along the wing
pitch axis. The wing P
pitch component of the Euler angular
momentum equation
τ i = I · ω̇ + w × (I · ω) can be
expanded as
Kψ + τf luid = −Ixx ψ̈ − (Iyy − Izz )φ̇2 cos ψ sin ψ, (11)
where K is the wing hinge stiffness, τf luid is the fluid
torque along wing pitch axis, Ixx , Iyy and Izz are the wing
principal moments of inertia. This second order ordinary
differential equation describes the passive wing pitching
motion. Solutions from the Navier Stokes equation are used
to calculate fluid torque τf luid , which is the input to equation
(11). (ψ, ψ̇, ψ̈) are solutions to equation (11) and serve
as inputs to equation (8). Solving this coupled ODE-PDE
system allows us to study fluid-wing interaction. We give
the value of K in section IIIB.

where σ = −pI + µ(∇u + ∇uT ) is the shear stress tensor,
r is the displacement from wing root and n is the local wing
surface normal at the differential surface da. This numerical
solver takes as input the prescribed flapping kinematics
as time varying boundary conditions to the Navier Stokes
equation.
The simulation is compared to a previous flapping experiment using measured kinematic parameters φmax = 35◦ ,
ψmax = 43◦ , δ = 0◦ and f = 120 Hz. The measured

E. Vehicle dynamics and energetics
When a flapping-wing robot is placed in an aquatic environment, the vehicle’s dynamics change due to increased
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damping from the water. We give an analysis of the buoyancy
effect, change of system resonance, cruise speed, upright
stability and system energetics for the Harvard RoboBee in
water.
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The current RoboBee is primarily composed of piezoelectric ceramics and carbon fiber whose densities are 7 g/cm3
and 1.6 g/cm3 , respectively. In an aquatic environment,
buoyancy accounts for less than 14% of the vehicle weight,
therefore wing flapping must be the main contribution to
the lift force. The robot is designed such that its aerial
flapping frequency centers around the system resonance in
air to achieve large wing stroke amplitudes. A previous study
[19] from our group found that system resonance is well
estimated using a linearized lumped parameter model. In an
aquatic environment, the added mass and effective damping
more than double. Consequently, the vehicle becomes overdamped and the maximum stroke amplitude reduces to
around 30◦ at low frequencies. Thus we predict that for
successful locomotion in water, we will need to drive the
wings at higher frequency to account for the reduction in
amplitude.
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Fig. 5.
Experimental setup in water. a) Schematic of the actuator,
transmission, compliant flexure, and wing assembly. A high speed video
camera is positioned overhead to record the flapping kinematics. b) and c)
The perspective and anterior view of the flapping-wing setup. The wing
leading edge is placed at a distance 2c̄ below the water surface to avoid
surface effects. The wing planforms in a) and c) are identical however there
is some optical distortion when the wing is placed in a cylindrical beaker.

III. E XPERIMENT SETUP
To validate the scaling analysis and numerical models, we
perform flapping experiments in air and water using the same
actuator, wing, and wing hinge. For aerial flapping experiments, we use an existing setup [12] for motion tracking
and lift measurement. For aquatic flapping experiments, we
extend the wing driver transmission to fully submerge the
wing. We measure input voltage and current to study the
system energetics for both aerial and aquatic experiments.

To address the swimming capabilities of RoboBee we
consider fluid drag during locomotion. In an aerial lateral
maneuver, the RoboBee can achieve velocities of 0.5 m/s,
which is about 10% of the maximum wing stroke velocity.
The aerodynamic drag on the airframe is negligible compared
to forces on the wing. In water, the maximum wing stroke
velocity is around 20 cm/s and this places an upper bound
on the vehicle speed. Fluid drag becomes significant when
vehicle speed exceeds 6.5 cm/s, at which point the drag on
the airframe exceeds 70% of the thrust according to equation
(2). Thus, we estimate the vehicle mobility will be limited
to 10 cm/s in water.
Changes in flying kinematics and fluid density also affect
vehicle upright stability. Compared to aerial flight, the robot
flaps at a reduced frequency but produces equivalent fluid
forces and torques. Consequently, the amplitude of the body
oscillation is magnified by the ratio of flapping frequencies
in air and water– approximately 15 – during open loop take
off or low speed swimming (< 1 cm/s). On the contrary,
fluid torque acting on the robot’s airframe enhances upright
stability at high vehicle speed (> 5 cm/s) because the robot
geometric center is designed to be higher than the center of
mass. This analysis is supported by the observation that the
RoboBee remains upright during free fall in water.

A. Actuator, wing and wing hinge
The bimorph piezoelectric actuators can be driven up to
300V and 140Hz. A flexure-based transmission system converts linear actuator displacement to the angular wing stroke.
Fluid forces and restoring hinge torque on the flapping-wing
cause passive wing pitching. Previous studies [20] modeled
the torsional stiffness as
Et3 w
K=
,
(12)
12L
where E is the Young’s modulus of the polyimide material, t, w, and L are flexure thickness, width, and length,
respectively. In our experiments the wing hinge dimensions
are t = 7.5 µm, L = 45 µm, and w = 1.25 mm.
The corresponding wing hinge stiffness is estimated to be
2.4 µNm/rad. The wing consists of a carbon fiber frame
and polyester membrane and weighs 0.7 mg, spans 12.8 mm
and has surface area 54 mm2 . The wing morphology is
chosen based on Ellington’s study on insect wing shape
parametrization [15].

The scaling analysis in Section II compares fluid power
dissipation in air and water. The robot efficiency also depends
on the loss from the piezo-bending acuators and transmission flexures. The piezoelectric actuators are modelled as
capacitive plates and the power efficiency is proportional
to operating frequency. The robot transmission efficiency is
similar in air and water because frictional loss in compliant
flexures is negligible. Compared to hovering flight in air,
flapping locomotion in water costs less fluid dissipation but
has lower actuator efficiency. Experimental comparison of
total power usage in air and water is given in Section IV.

B. Flapping experiments in aquatic environments
As shown in Fig. 5, we operate the actuator outside of
water to prevent shorting and extend the transmission such
that the wing is fully submerged. The wing is driven at 3 −
6 Hz and the motion is recorded at 200 Hz with a Phantom
V7.3 high speed camera. Wing stroke and hinge motions are
extracted using a similar method developed in a previous
334

b)

IV. R ESULTS
We run a series of simulations and experiments to
demonstrate the feasibility of flapping locomotion in aquatic
environments. 3D-CFD simulations using fully prescribed
kinematics estimated from the scaling analysis are done
to compare flow structures and wing dynamics in air and
water. We further conduct flapping experiments in water to
study passive pitching. The measured pitching kinematics
are compared with 3D-CFD simulations using a partially
prescribed kinematic model. In addition, we demonstrate
RoboBee open-loop swimming.
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work [13]. The measured passive pitching is later compared
with a numerical simulation that uses measured wing stroke
motion as the input. We do not measure time varying forces
for flapping experiments in water because of the difficulty to
incorporate sensitive electronics.
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Fig. 6. Lift, drag and wing pitch torque in water and air from CFD
computation. In a), b) and c) green and blue colors represent simulation
for aerial flapping at 120Hz and aquatic flapping at 4.1Hz, respectively.
The time scales are normalized to flapping period. We show the second to
sixth flapping period to avoid initial transients. a) Instantaneous lift force
comparison. Comparison shows aerial and aquatic flapping generates similar
lift forces. b) and c) Further comparison pf simulated drag forces and wing
pitch torques in air and water.

A. Flapping in water versus in air
A hovering RoboBee flaps at 120 Hz in air with 70◦
peak to peak stroke amplitude. A previous aerial flapping
experiment measured the corresponding pitching kinematic
parameters to be ψmax = 43◦ , and δ ≈ 0◦ . Assuming φmax ,
ψmax , and δ are identical in air and water, equation (2)
predicts the hovering frequency in water to be 4.1 Hz. We
further use the 3D-CFD solver to compare flapping flight
in water versus air using the φmax , ψmax , δ from aerial
experiments at different frequencies. Fig. 6 compares the
computed lift, drag and wing hinge torque. Although the
Reynolds numbers differ by 46%, we observe that these
quantities are very similar between flapping in air (green)
and in water (blue).
Fig. 7 illustrates the similarities between air and water
velocity fields and the pressure field. We show the flow fields
(U x, U y, U z components) and the pressure field (P R) on a
2D plane that intersects the mid-span wing chord and when
stroke velocity is at maximum (T = 2.25). The aerial and
aquatic flapping speed at wing mid-span are approximately
2 m/s and 7 cm/s, respectively. Since water density is about
1000 times greater than air, the pressure fields in both fluid
media have similar magnitudes (10 N/m2 ).
In the intermediate Reynolds number regime, pressure
dominates viscous shear. Our simulations show that pressure
accounts for over 90% of lift and drag on the wing. Fig.
8a further compares the pressure distribution on the wing
surfaces when stroke velocity is at the maximum (T = 2.25).
In both cases the upper wing surface has a negative pressure
profile (blue) and the lower wing surface has a positive
pressure profile (red). We use the same color scale for both
aerial (left) and aquatic (right) simulations.
Although pressure contribution dominates, viscous shear is
important in the unsteady boundary layer and is responsible
for the growth and shedding of vortices. Fig. 8b illustrates
the iso-vorticity contour on the upper wing surface. In both
cases we observe the development of a LEV, a weak trailing
edge vortex (TEV), and a very strong wing tip vortex.

Uy

Uz

PR

water

air

Ux

Fig. 7. Comparison of instantaneous fluid flow fields and pressure field
in air and water. The top row illustrates U x, U y, U z, and P R in air and
the bottom row illustrates the corresponding quantities in water. We show
solutions on a 2D plane that intersects wing chord near wing mid-span at
T = 2.25. While the magnitudes of flapping velocities differ in air and
water, the pressure fields are very similar due to the higher water density.
The unit for U x, U y, U z are m/s, and the units for P R is N/m2 .

The vortex structures observed in Fig. 8b explain the
negative pressure profile seen on the upper wing surface (Fig.
8a). From a fluid dynamics perspective, these vortex structures represent regions of low pressure because streamline
curvature implies a negative pressure gradient. Our numerical
simulations show vortex structures and pressure profiles are
similar for aerial and aquatic flapping locomotion at the
chosen kinematics.
B. Passive pitching kinematics in water
While 3D-CFD simulations with fully prescribed flapping
kinematics show that aerial and aquatic flapping locomotion
share similar fluid structures and force profiles, fluid-wing
interactions are ignored in previous models. We investigate
passive pitching through flapping experiments in water and
running coupled fluid-wing CFD simulations.
The kinematic parameter δ specifies the phase shift between wing stroke φ(t) and pitch ψ(t). While flapping exper335
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a)

iments with passive pitching do not have direct control over
δ, this parameter has strong influence on mean lift and drag.
A previous experimental study [13] showed how negative δ
corresponds to large mean lift in aerial flapping. Here we
quantify the effect of δ in aquatic flapping through 3D-CFD
simulations. Fig. 9a shows C¯L and C¯D as functions of δ. C¯L
is a monotonically decreasing function as δ increases, which
indicates aquatic flapping produces large mean lift when δ is
negative. C¯D is a decreasing function for δ < 0◦ and flattens
out for δ > 0◦ . Fig. 9 also shows δ’s influence on C¯L /C¯D ,
which is a measure of flight endurance. We observe that
maximum flapping efficiency is achieved at δ = −10◦ . A
previous study of flapping-wing flight in air [21] also found
advance wing rotation (negative δ) benefits lift production.
This result shows the influence of the phase parameter on
lift and drag forces in water is very similar to its effect in
air.
Having quantified the phase effect on lift and drag generation, we further study the phase dependence on controlled
input parameters φmax and f . Flapping experiments were
done in water at different frequencies and stroke amplitudes.
Fig. 10 shows an experiment done at ψmax = 33◦ and
f = 4.1 Hz, which is very similar to the stroke kinematics
described in Fig. 6. Images from Fig. 10a are analyzed to
extract flapping kinematics, and the measured φ(t) and ψ(t)
are shown as dotted lines in Fig. 10b. The measured stroke
motion is approximated as a pure sinusoid and used as the
input to the coupled fluid-wing CFD solver for comparison
with experiments. Fig. 10b also compares the simulated
and measured φ(t) and ψ(t). We observe close agreement
between the experiment and the simulation, and the relative
error for φ(t) and ψ(t) are 8% and 17%, respectively. The
measured and computed phase shift δ are 3◦ and −1.5◦ ,
respectively.
Aside from the difference in flapping frequency, kinematic
parameters φmax and ψmax are similar to the operating
condition in air. The numerically computed mean lift forces
are also similar. Experimentally we measure the average
power drawn by the wing driver in air and water:
ˆ
1 T
Ptotal =
iact vact dt,
(13)
T 0

water
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Fig. 8. Pressure distribution and vortex structures in air and water. In
a) and b) left and right figures correspond to aerial and aquatic flapping,
respectively. a) The pressure profile on the wing surface at T=2.25. The
pressure profile is negative (blue) on the upper wing surface and positive
(red) on the lower wing surface. All plots use the same color scale and the
units is N/m2 . b) The leading edge vortex (LEV), the trailing edge vortex
(TEV), and wing tip vortex structures are similar in both cases. The values
of the aerial (left) and aquatic (right) iso-vorticity contours are 1200 /s and
41 /s, respectively. Both values normalize to 10 when the time scales are
non-dimensionalized.
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Fig. 9. Phase effect on lift and drag forces. Aquatic flapping simulations
are done using φmax = 35◦ , ψmax = 43◦ , f = 4.1, and δ ∈ [−30, 40].
We compute C¯L and C¯D by taking the averaged lift and drag forces for six
flapping periods and then normalizing using equation (2). The simulations
show δ < 0◦ is favorable for aquatic flapping because for δ ≥ 0◦ both C¯L
and C¯L /C¯D decrease. The simulations show operating at appropriate δ is
crucial for flapping efficiency.

mechanically identical to the design in [2]. We mitigated
electric shorting by using deionized water and insulating the
electrical connections at the base of the robot as well as
along the edges of the piezo bimorph with CA glue (Loctite
416, Henkel Corporation, Ohio, USA).
We first run static tests to characterize system performance
in aerial and aquatic environments. With a drive signal of
200 V, we perform a frequency sweep between 10 − 130 Hz
in air and 1 − 13 Hz in water to find φmax dependence
on driving frequency. In an aerial environment shown in
Fig. 11a, system resonance is observed to be 110 Hz.
Assuming δ ≈ 0◦ which corresponds to C¯L = 0.85, we
plot the estimated lift using equation (2) and show that
maximum lift is achieved around 120 Hz. In the aquatic
environment shown in Fig. 11b, the experiment confirms
that the system is over-damped since φmax decreases as

where T is a flapping period, vact and iact are applied voltage
and measured current across the actuator. For φmax ∼
= 40◦ ,
◦
∼
ψmax = 35 , fwater = 4.1 Hz, and fair = 120 Hz, we
measure Pwater = 4.1 mW and Pair = 25.4 mW. This
measurement shows that although the actuator efficiency is
lower in water, the average power cost in water is about 6
times smaller than that of in air. This is mainly contributed
by the reduction in fluid dissipation.
C. Open loop take off in water
Given positive results from the 3D-CFD and the flappingwing experiments demonstrating that flapping-wing locomotion is feasible in an aquatic environment, we demonstrate underwater locomotion using a flapping-wing microaerial vehicle. The RoboBee used in these experiments is
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Fig. 12. RoboBee open loop take off and swimming demonstration. a) A
RoboBee flaps at 9 Hz and ascends at 6 cm/sin water. The bee is turned
off after it reaches the free surface. b) A number of open loop swimming
trajectories. We vary input torque commands to demonstrate vertical take
off, and left and right maneuvers. The blue shaded region represents the
aquatic environment and shows the free water surface. The robot reaches
the air-water interface in both cases of vertical take off.
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Fig. 11. System characterization in air and water. a) System resonance
occurs at 110 Hz in aerial flapping experiments. b) φmax decreases
monotonically as driving frequency increases in water. The blue curves
show estimated mean lift force assuming C¯L = 0.85. The dotted lines
show vehicle weight.

RoboBee is able to takeoff and ascend to the surface of the
water at a velocity of 6 cm/s where it traverses along the airwater interface until we stop the signal at T = 2.7 s and the
RoboBee sinks to the bottom of the dish. Fig. 12b shows six
trajectories that demonstrate open loop vertical take off, left,
and right maneuvers. During vertical take off experiments,
the robot moves horizontally once its wings break the free
water surface. The robot maintains upright stability and lands
on its feet after the driving signal is turned off. A swimming
demonstration is included in the supplementary video.

frequency increases. Although the wing stroke amplitude
decreases, the quasi-steady model predicts increasing lift
with increasing frequency in water. To generate sufficient
mean lift at lower φmax we increase flapping frequency
above 4.1 Hz according to equations (2). These results were
also seen during a number of open loop “flights,” and takeoff
occurred at 9 Hz frequency with 28◦ stroke amplitude.
Torque production in water is similar to that in air. We
control pitch torque by adjusting the mean stroke angle of
the wings and by tuning the mean voltage of the sinusoid
delivered to the actuators. Roll torques are produced by
flapping the wings at differing amplitudes by varying the
stroke amplitude of the two wings [2]. We ran a number
of open-loop tests to validate this claim, by varying the
sinusoidal signal we were able to produce both positive and
negative pitch torques as well as positive and negative roll
torques underwater.
Fig. 12a demonstrates a swimming RoboBee after pitch
and roll offsets have been experimentally determined. The

D. Air-water transition
In addition to demonstrating the robot’s ability to fly and
swim, we give preliminary results on air-water transition. Experimentally we find that flapping wings are damaged if they
hit the water surface when wing tip velocity exceeds 3 m/s.
Consequently, the flapping motion needs to be commanded
off during air-water transition. Swimming kinematics are
switched on after the wings are fully submerged. At the
insect scale we find surface tension to be a hindering factor
between air-water transition. The surface tension can be
estimated as F = γL, where γ is the surface tension
coefficient of water, and L is the length of the wing. The
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